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Abstract 

Through the grace of Allah and through his success, we reached the following results: 

The punishment of torment is a worldly, advanced utopia before the time of the Day 

of Judgment: God has singled out the peoples and nations that cast the earth in your 

land to be a lesson to other nations and nations: Perhaps they will beware of their 

jealousy and disbelief. The lightning is most likely: it is a bright flash that obscures 

the sight: it may blind it. The thunderbolt represents a group of punishments: I have 

accumulated one punishment, such as: aching, shouting, shuddering and torment. D: 

The punishment is more shocking and frightening: as happened to the two hypocrites 

who escaped from the Messenger of Allah (pbuh). 

The lightning was answered in eight verses: in ten verses: and in several versions. 

Thunder is accompanied by thunder, lightning and clouds and synchronized with it: 

the entire king of thunder, where he will. And hurt the will of God Almighty. 

key words: The agony shout – Thunderbolt- Flickering 

 

Introduction: 

The aim of the creation of mankind and the jinn, And despite his creation of man free 

in his actions However, he did not leave him in the ground tampering how what he 

wants but sent his prophets and apostles Arushdouna As well as giving him the mind 

Nevertheless, Human was divided. 

The first is worshiping God with a sincere religion. 

The second was a disbeliever, who rebelled against heavenly teachings, and the 

infidels and the rebels have God's punishment, and worldly sanctions stun. 

Thunderbolt: 

Means death, and every torment is deadly 

Description of this thunderbolt: 

I struck the children of Israel with the most lightning and violence To be 

proportionate to the offense committed by this group, It included thunderbolt A loud 

voice destroys the ears And lightning shining Blind eye And a violent earthquake He 

shook the ground with them And all suffer death. 
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Hooray 

It's only one vote He will take them from the first house to the other house, Do not 

return them to life ever. 

The tyrant: 

A shout that went beyond the fashionable limit of votes For her strength they all died. 

Flurry 

Here means the quake to hit their homes Vohalha to ruin. 

The torment 

Suffering from fear and terror, Anxiety 

Rumble 

It means vague and vague words 

Alhesb: 

Are the stones 
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